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JUDY LYON PRESENTS:

Pick a quilt, bring your machine and supplies, and we’ll provide the coordinating recipe for you to make!
Most Workshops are $20.00 per student, minimum $160.00.
***BABY, IT’S COLD OUTSIDE -ICE / SNOW DYING***
Outdoor access.
Cool off on a hot summer day
with frosty ice-dying. It’s fun and
easy. Bring prepared fabric and a
bag of ice. If there’s snow on the
ground, let’s “Snow Dye.” 2-3 hr
Recipe: Homemade Ice Cream
***MONKEY FUN / SOCKEY MONKEY*** In this 4 hour workshop
you’ll cut and fuse colorful
monkey faces. Or choose sock
monkeys! Then stitch and clip
all around. Painted eyes finish
the blocks or use buttons if you
like. Stars and monkey hands
decorate the sashings. Plus I’ll
demonstrate the faux piped
binding.
Recipe: Jungle Style Monkey
Buns with Ants.
***LEWIS & CLARK TRAILS***
Level: Intermediate quilter. In
this class students will learn
shortcuts for half-square triangles and flying geese. Each participant will make an Indian
Trails Block plus a Tall Mountain, a Bear’s Paw and a Pine
Tree for the border. They’ll be
well on their way to completing
this beautiful and versatile quilt
with lots of room to show off specialty quilting. Bring your own
fabric. Don’t be afraid to try new
colorways.
4-hr. or all-day ($40.00)
Recipe: Artisan Dakota Bread
***GRANDMA’S HANKIE*** In this
nostalgic class you’ll feel close to
your Grandma. You’ll learn to
make a block with the hankie you
bring—preserving a little bit of
your heritage. 2 hr. Workshop.
Recipe: Depression Eggless,
Milkless, Butterless Cake

*SANTA AROUND THE WORLD
BLOCKS* RED-WORK by Hand
or Sewing machine to make
these nostalgic Santas. Make a 1Block Wallhanging. Or purchase
a Book to make a whole Holiday
Quilt.
2-hr Demo/Workshop $10.00
Recipe: Mint Brownies
*TOPLIQUÉ Technique Workshop*
This unique type of applique is our
original.
We are often asked, “How did you
do it?”
Now you can learn this unique technique!
1 hr Recipe: Marge’s Black + White
Cupcakes
OR **Pumpkin Kaleidoscope
Wall-Hanging**
In this cheery class everyone
will have fun
swapping orange fabrics for the
Kaleidoscopes
You’ll learn our “Top-liqué”
method for adding the cats,
leaves and mice.3-hr workshop.Recipe:PumpkinBiscotti
***COLOR YOUR QUILT*** Sampling Shiva Paintstiks, Tsukineko Inks and Inktense pencils, learn how to paint the applique right onto your quilt top
AFTER stitching. You won’t
have to use a thimble for this
appliqué! 2 hr. Workshop
Recipe: Dalmation cookies
***SNIP AND GLUE WALLHANGINGS***
I did this self-portrait of me and
my husband. You can choose
animals, scenery or yourself.
Bring fabric, glue and scissors.
Plus a photo if you like.
Recipe: Scottish Thistle Soup

4 hr. or all day workshop

Yummy, Yummy Workshop
***GRANDMA’S HANKIE***
In this nostalgic class you’ll feel
close to your Grandma. You’ll learn
to make a block with the hankie you
bring—preserving a little bit of your
heritage.
2 hr. Workshop.
Recipe: Depression Eggless,
Milkless, Butterless Cake or Sour
Cream fudge.
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Yummy, Yummy Workshop
***ICE / SNOW DYING***

Outdoor access.
Cool off on a hot summer
day with frosty icedying. It’s fun and easy.
Bring prepared fabric and
a bag of ice. If there’s
snow on the ground, let’s
“Snow Dye.” 2-3 hr

Yummy, Yummy Workshop
***SNIP AND GLUE
WALLHANGINGS***
I did this self-portrait of
me and my husband. You
can choose animals, scenery
or yourself. Bring fabric,
glue and scissors. Plus a
photo if you like.
2-3 hr.
Recipe: Scottish Thistle
soup
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*TOPLIQUÉ Technique Workshop*
This unique type of applique is our original.
We are often
asked, “How did
you do it?”
Now you can
learn this unique
technique! 1 hr
Recipe: Marge’s
Black + White
Cupcakes

